
 

 

GRADE 11 – UNIT 10 (REVISION) 
TEST 1 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE 
Choose the most suitable option to complete the sentence. 
1. We ____________ English this time next Monday. 

a. learn b. will learn c. are learning d. will be learning 
2. Look that those black clouds! It ____________. 

a. is going to rain b. will rain c. would rain d. can rain 
3. Henry ____________ for 10 years when he finally gave it up. 

a. has smoked b. has been smoking c. had smoked d. had been smoking 
4. Is it raining? No, it isn’t but the ground is wet. It ____________. 

a. rained b. had rained c. has rained d. has been raining 
5. The moon ____________ round the earth. 

a. goes b. is going c. will go d. went 
6. When non-renewable energy sources are used ____________, we will have to find new ones. 

a. out b. up c. over d. off 
7. Hard work is fundamental ____________ success. 

a. for b. with c. to d. by 
8. When introduced ____________ girls, Tom was embarrassed. 

a. with b. to c. for d. Ø 
9. Kids should be exposed ____________ sunlight. 

a. by b. with c. to d. on 
10. Big sums of money has been spent ____________ decoration of the house. 

a. with b. to c. on d. for 
11. This is the letter ____________ I have been waiting. 

a. that b. whom c. for which d. Ø 
12. Tim is someone ____________. 

a. I hardly ever write to b. that I hardly ever write c. who I hardly write to d. to that I hardly ever write 
13. The Sales Manager is the person ____________ I obtained the figures. 

a. by whom b. from whom c. who d. Ø 
14. The shop ____________ I got my stereo has lots of bargains. 

a. from which b. where c. Ø d. a and b are correct 
15. The jewelry ____________ was rather expensive. 

a. we were looking at b. that we were looking   c. we were looking at d. for what we were looking 
16. To show that you have misheard or misunderstood, you say ‘__________’. 

a. Pardon? b. Bless you! c. See you! d. Great you! 
17. To say goodbye to somebody, you say ‘__________’. 

a. Pardon? b. Bless you! c. See you! d. Great you! 
18. To compliment somebody, you say ‘__________’. 

a. Pardon? b. Bless you! c. See you! d. Great you! 
19. When another person sneezes, you say ‘__________’. 

a. Pardon? b. Bless you! c. See you! d. Great you! 
20. To __________, you say ‘Sorry, no, I won’t do it.’ 

a. promise  b. refuse to do something c. apologize d. make a request 
 

II. VOCABULARY 
Complete each of the following sentences with one of the words provided in the box. 

SOURCES – BIODATA – FUEL – ARDUOUS –LIGHTING 
THERMAL – BIOGAS – GENERATED – RESPIRATORY 

1. This model is not popular since it consumes high amounts of ____________. 
2. Without energy ____________, the country can hardly develop its economy. 
3. To get back to his hometown, he had to make a(n)____________ journey through the Andes. 
4. ____________ systems in the factory need improving. 
5. ____________ energy comes from heat and can be ____________ easily.  
6. Smoking causes certain ____________ diseases. 
7. Methane, which is produced by dead plants, is a kind of ____________. 
8. The ____________ here will provide you with all information about him. 
 



 

 

III. WORD FORMS 
Complete the following sentences with the appropriate forms of the given words. 
1. About 200 ____________ from all over the world are attending this conference. (BIOLOGY) 
2. Various ____________ have written about Charles Dickens. (BIOGRAPHY) 
3. ____________ energy sources cannot be re-made in a short time, but ____________ energy sources can. (RENEW – 

RENEW)) 
4. The ____________ of the factory depends on the availability of ____________. (PRODUCE – ELECTRIC) 
5. She has been working ____________ on the project. (ENERGY) 
6. The new ____________ is responsible for dealing with all ____________ problems in the factory. (ELECTRIFY / ELECTRIFY) 
7. Compliments usually ____________ young children and make them work harder. (ENGERY) 
8. ____________ energy is said to be ____________. (SUN – POLLUTION) 
 

IV. CLOZE TEST 
Fill in each blank with one suitable word to make a complete passage. 
Energy is fundamental to the quality of our lives. Nowadays, we are totally (1)__________ on an abundant and uninterrupted supply 
of energy for living and working. It is a key ingredient in all sectors of modern economies. 
We know that energy demand will increase significantly in the (2)__________. How then will we satisfy this huge energy requirement 
in an environmentally- (3)__________ way?  
Energy supply and demand 
§ Why do we need energy? Energy (4)__________ us with heat and electricity daily. It powers our industry, transport and modern 

way of life. 
§ Energy demand will double. By the year 2050, world-wide energy demand is projected to be at least (5)__________ as much 

as today's level. 
§ Future directions: energy supply must be sustainable and diverse. And energy should be used more efficiently. 
§ Protecting the environment: It is reasonable enough to promote alternative environmentally friendly energy (6)__________. 
§ External energy supplies: If present trends continue, increasing energy demand will (7)__________ in greater dependence on 

imported energy. 
§ Consequences of energy dependence: The consequences are likely to be an unpredictable energy supply and probably higher 

energy prices. 
Many things have changed the shape of the world that we know and live (8)__________ today. But underlying them all is an 
abundant and relatively cheap supply of energy. This fact underpins all of our economic activities as well as our leisure pursuits. 
 

V. SENTENCE TRANSFORMATION 
Rewrite each of the following sentences with the given words or with the given beginnings. 
1. The Sales Manager is a young woman we have great confidence in. 

à The Sales manager is a young woman in _________________________________________  
2. Laguna Beach was the most interesting town where we stayed. (WHICH) 

à  __________________________________________________________________________  
3. I was telling you about a club, and it’s called the Palace, I’ve remembered. 

à I’ve remember! The Club about ________________________________________________  
4. They are living in a city with a population of 14 million. 

à The city in _________________________________________________________________  
5. The girl I received the card from was someone I met during my vacation. 

à The girl from _______________________________________________________________  
6. We got married on a bright sunny Sunday. 

à The day on ________________________________________________________________  
7. The movie that we saw last week was much better than this one. 

à The movie to  ______________________________________________________________  
8. The waiter expected a large tip. He served us. 

à The waiter by  ______________________________________________________________  
9. I don’t know the reason why she was sacked. (WHICH) 

à  __________________________________________________________________________  



 

 

10. I’ll introduce you to a girl. Her name is Helen. 
à The girl to _________________________________________________________________  

 
 
 

TEST 2 
1. Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from the others. 

a. diversity b. biography c. biology d. fundamental 
2. Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from the others. 

a. energy b. advantage c. biomass d. arduous 
3. Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from the others. 

a. solar b. cycle c. indoors d. costly 
4. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others. 

a. source b. country c. fundamental d. lung 
5. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others. 

a. supply b. biomass c. cycle d. electricity 
Choose the most suitable option to complete the sentence. 
6. My father ____________ for HCMUT from 1995 to 2004. 

a. was working b. has worked c. had worked d. worked 
7. I’m sure Bill ____________ the job. He has a lot of experiences. 

a. was getting b. is getting c. had got d. will be got 
8. People living in the remote ____________ areas do not have enough food to live on. 

a. rural b. countryside c. city d. urban 
9. She is studying the ____________ of Charles Dickens. 

a. biology b. biodata c. biography d. biotech 
10. ____________ is the part of the world in which plants and animals can live. 

a. Biomass b. Biosphere c. Biotech d. Biodiversity 
11. The ____________ industries will contribute much to the development of the city. 

a. biomass b. biodata c. biosphere d. biotech 
12. The Amazon forest is famous for its ____________. 

a. biomass b. biodiversity c. biosphere d. biogas 
13. If we can get financial support from the city, we can carry ____________ the plan at once. 

a. out b. in c. on d. with 
14. She sold the car because she was ____________ need ____________ money. 

a. in / for b. with / in c. in / of d. to / for 
15. Burning wood is harmful ____________ the environment. 

a. for  b. to c. with d. into 
16. She has to look ____________ money since her money has run ____________. 

a. at / up b. into / off c. after / away d. for / out 
17. The farm ____________ which she lives belongs to her mother. 

a. in b. of c. on d. with 
18. Do you know the person ___________ this book was written? 

a. who b. whom c. by whom d. by who 
19. I can’t remember the name of the hotel ___________. 

a. that we stayed at b. where we stayed c. at which we stayed d. All are correct. 
20. The program ___________ was really interesting. 

a. we were watching b. that we were watching with 
c. was being watched d. at which we were watching 

21. These are the boys ___________ I went skiing. 
a. who b. that  c. with whom d. whose friends 

22. Electronics is the subject ___________. 
a. about that I know little b. I know very little about c. which I know very little d. where I know very little 

23. Religion is the subject ___________ people hold very firm opinions on. 
a. who b. of which c. whose d. that 

24. No one cares about the starving people ___________. 
a. whose aid is intended for b. that the aid is intended for 
c. for the aid is intended d. whom the aid is intended 



 

 

25. The photos ___________ were great. 
a. you took b. that you took up c. on which you take d. of whom you take 

26. This is the color ___________ we’ve finally decided. 
a. that b. which c. on which d. Ø 

27. Monday is the day ___________. 
a. when I am the busiest on b. on which I the busiest 
c. which I am the busiest  d. that I am the busiest in 

Identify the words / phrases that need correcting to be perfect sentences. 
28. That is the bed and breakfast where I stayed at with my friends when we traveled to London last summer. 
29. The person from whom Sue bought her bike was a 82-year-old woman from Germany. 
30. The girl whom I sit next to in class are among my best friend. 
31. The dentist that I go isn’t expensive. Why don’t you have your teeth checked there? 
32. This isn’t the train on that I normally travel to work every morning. 
Choose the most suitable option to complete the passage. 
Renewable energy resources are those that (33)__________ be replenished quickly—examples are solar power, biomass, 
geothermal, hydroelectric, (34)__________ power, and fast-reaction nuclear power. Renewable energy sources supply about seven 
(35)__________ of energy needs in the United States; the other 93 percent comes from (36)__________ sources. The two largest 
categories of renewable energy now in use in the U.S. are (37)__________—primarily wood wastes that are used by the forest 
products industry to generate electricity and heat—and hydroelectricity. 
In most (38)__________, fossil energy resources are currently more affordable and easier to store and transport than renewable 
sources. For renewable energy to become (39)__________ used, many hurdles must be overcome—most related to producing and 
distributing renewable energy more economically. 
How far into the future will energy resources be available to supply our needs? The sustainability of any particular energy resource 
is an important consideration in determining where to invest in energy technology and infrastructure. All energy resources, 
(40)__________ renewable or nonrenewable, must be used efficiently and sustainably in order to safeguard the future for ourselves 
and our children. 
33. a. can b. should c. must d. might 
34. a. breeze b. windy c. wind d. breezy  
35. a. parts b. percentage c. percent d. proportion 
36. a. renewable b. nonrenewable c. irrenewable d. nonrenewed 
37. a. biomass b. solar energy c. wind power  d. coal 
38. a. situations b. cases c. problems d. places 
39. a. more b. less  c. more widely d. very much 
40. a. whether b. neither c. even d. if 
Read the following passage and choose the best options to complete the sentences. 
Energy is the capacity of a system to do work. That system may be a jet, carrying hundreds of passengers across the ocean. A baby’s 
body, growing bone cells. A kite, rising on the wind. Or a wave of light, crossing a space. 
In moving or growing, each of these systems is doing work, and using energy. Every living organism does work, and needs energy 
from food or photosynthesis. Humans also create machines that do work for them, and that derive energy from fuels. 
Some of the many forms that energy takes are 
§ Mechanical energy, which includes 

o Potential energy, stored in a system. 
o Kinetic energy, from the movement of matter. 

§ Radiant or solar energy, which comes from the light and warmth of the sun. 
§ Thermal energy, associated with the heat of an object. 
§ Chemical energy, stored in the chemical bonds of molecules. 
§ Electrical energy, associated with the movement of electrons. 
§ Electromagnetic energy, associated with light waves (including radio waves, microwaves, x-rays, infrared waves). 
§ Mass (or nuclear) energy, found in the nuclear structure of atoms. 
One form of energy can be converted to another form. This transfer is based on the law of conservation of energy—one of the laws 
of thermodynamics. 
41. A baby’s body growing bone cells is an example of 

a. a system doing work b. capacity c. producing energy d. energy 
42. Living organisms take energy from ___________. 

a. what they eat b. photosynthesis c. fuels d. a and b are correct 
43. ___________ has 2 forms – potential energy and kinetic energy. 

a. Chemical energy b. Solar energy c. Mechanical energy d. Thermal energy 



 

 

44. Mass energy is found in ___________. 
a. nuclear structure of electrons b. the movement of matter 
c. chemical bonds and molecules d. the heat of an object 

45. Energy can be converted ___________. 
a. the way people want  b. on the basis of the law of conservation of energy 
c. on the basis of the laws of thermodynamics d. b and c are correct 

 

VOCABULARY PRACTICE 
Choose the options that best complete the sentences. 
1. It should be easy to find ___________ as a waiter. 

a. work b. trade c. occupation d. profession 
2. I’m sure this car ___________ a fortune. 

a. bought b. sold c. cost d. paid 
3. After three years as a(n) ___________ he became a fully-qualified electrician. 

a. employee b. employer c. trainee d. worker 
4. This car park is for the use of members of ___________ only. 

a. crew b. staff c. personnel d. team 
5. Mr. Brown was an employee here for ten years before becoming one of the ___________ in the film. 

a. colleagues b. candidates c. customers d. partners 
6. He recently applied for the ___________ of Product Manager at Roundtree. 

a. post b. vacancy c. niche d. situation 
7. There have been no ___________ in our department for over a year. 

a. pensions b. promotions c. perks d. permits 
8. It was very ___________ of you to ask for a pay-rise. 

a. courageous b. intelligent c. patient d. hardworking 
9. I would like to congratulate you ___________ your recent promotion. 

a. at b. for c. on d. to 
10. Chris is poorly paid and he only just makes enough money to live ___________. 

a. on b. by c. from d. with 
11. We are looking for self-motivated people who can ___________ the initiative. 

a. do b. take c. get d. make 
12. A personnel Manager has to be experienced ___________ dealing with people. 

a. with b. for c. on d. in 
13. Could you please cut ___________ the amount of paper that you use? 

a. down on b. out of c. out on d. into 
14. When he retires at sixty, he’ll get a very good ___________. 

a. wage b. salary c. pension d. pay 
15. A door-to-door ___________ has to do a great deal of walking. 

a. executive b. salesperson c. driver d. guide 
16. Ann doesn’t work ___________ time; she works only 5 hours a day. 

a. part b. full c. whole d. some 
17. My brother ___________ a lot of money from the sale of his house. 

a. earned b. won c. made d. gained 
18. He had to ___________ because of the poor working conditions. 

a. resign b. fire c. sack d. dismiss 
19. I wouldn’t say that he was very ___________; he’s been late every day this week. 

a. patient b. persuasive c. persistent d. punctual 
20. She is highly-skilled ___________ making high-quality furniture. 

a. to b. for c. in d. on 
21. Kate feels much more __________ about the future now that she has a good job. 

a. depressed b. cheerful c. aggressive d. optimistic 
22. He has a reputation for being __________ to his employees. 

a. rude b. annoyed c. furious d. upset 
23. The party began to __________ down round about midnight. 

a. open b. wind c. calm d. ease 
24. The boss was in a __________ mood so he agreed to give me the day off. 

a. bad b. glad c. good d. funny 



 

 

25. I felt ashamed __________ myself for being so angry. 
a. for b. of c. with d. about 

26. Sheila had butterflies in her __________ before the interview. 
a. face b. heart c. palms d. stomach 

27. She felt very close __________ her younger sister. 
a. to b. with c. by d. at 

28. John was really __________ at the prospect of starting work. 
a. exciting b. excited c. interesting d. interested 

29. Sarah said that she was rather disappointed __________ her exam results. 
a. at b. for c. with d. of 

30. The play was __________ so we booked to see it again. 
a. delighted b. fantastic c. appalling d. overjoyed 

31. What’s wrong with Sandy? She’s a as quiet as a __________ today. 
a. snail b. owl c. fox d. mouse 

32. Tim was grateful to his father __________ lending him the money. 
a. for b. with c. about d. of 

33. Don’t __________ your fingers on the desk! It’ so annoying. 
a. clench b. wrinkle c. drum d. frown 

34. He was __________ more and more impatient as the time passed. 
a. showing b. developing c. seeming d. growing 

35. It really gets me __________ having to work so much overtime. 
a. down b. up c. on d. by 

36. He has no one to talk to so he feels very __________. 
a. foolish b. aggressive c. modest d. lonely 

37. Julie has always been afraid __________ the dark. 
a. from b. for c. of d. about 

38. During the summer he feels too __________ to go to the gym. 
a. lazy b. shy c. sad d. tense 

39. I’m sure Angelica won’t change her mind. She’s as __________ as a mule. 
a. cunning b. sick c. stubborn d. slow 

40. She feels __________ when she has to speak in public. 
a. offended b. irritable c. astonished d. stressed 

 


